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Once-in-a-Lifetime Idea
Just one more dumpster behind Winn-Dixie and I'd have a full load.
All I had to do was go soak down my haul and cash in. While I was
thinking how good a cold Bud would taste, a once-in-a-lifetime
idea hit me, and buddy, it knocked me to my knees.
I asked
myself, "Why the heck am I fooling with cardboard when I could be
into Fusion?"
You've heard about it!
I first heard something about Fusion a few weeks back, and it's
been on my mind ever since. Two guys out West got Fusion out of a
glass of heavy water with Palladin electrodes and a Die-Hard.
Everybody's talking about Fusion.
My step-father mentioned he'd
seen Fusion between a utility pole and a nearby tree at night. My
brother said he heard Fusion on the radio. Go to work, go to KMart, go to the Roman Room -- all you hear is fusion fusion fusion
fusion fusion fusion fusion and more fusion fusion fusion.
A Technically Sweet Problem
I began to study on the problem. I let the cardboard business go
to hell, and the wife hardly ever saw me. If it could be done,
then by golly I was going to do it.
Fusion in a glass of water
with Palladin electrodes sounds great, but it's not as simple as
it looks. For one thing, Palladin is dead so you can't get silver
bullets for electrodes anymore. And where was I going to get any
heavy water?
Brilliant

Solution

It didn't take me long to put two and two together: if Palladin
could make electrodes out of silver bullets, then I could use 12
gauge 00 shells and probably get a lot more power. What about the
heavy water? Heck I haven't been in the cardboard business all
these years for nothing! They pay by the pound, so any fool knows
to wet his cardboard down real good before he sells. All I needed
was something to weigh down ordinary tap water to get it heavy. I
jotted down an equation on the back of a piece of good corrugated:

Cardboard + Water = Heavy Cardboard

In a stroke of brilliance, I substituted Water for Cardboard on
the right side of the equation and came up with something really
sweet: Water Weights. Drop two Water Weights in a glass of tap
water and you get Heavy Water. Drop in three and you get Heavier
Water. Now I was ready for the big experiment!
The Moment of Truth.
I hooked up a 12 gauge 00 shell to one wire and put it in a jam
jar. I put the other wire down in the jar.
Then I poured in
water and dropped in four Water Weights. Then I hooked both wires
to the Die-Hard. Good gosh almighty it let off with a heck of a
Fusion. The Fusion slammed me across the room against the wall.
Every window in the basement blew out. My wife came a'hollerin'
down the stairs. There I was on my knees on the concrete with my
hair fried, my face black and my clothes nearly ripped off. I was
burnt but I was happy. I knew I had really come up with something!
It's all for you...
Remember when those big eared guys back in the fifties used to
tell us that Atomic Energy meant free electricity for everybody?
Boy were they ever wrong. It took a humble guy like me with a
dream to make it happen. And I'm going to give it away. That's
right I'm going to give it away, not to the big ears or the egg
heads, but to people just like you!
Order your kit today!
I just made up a batch of Water Weights and my own version of
Palladin electrodes. Not a big batch mind you, but enough for a
few good people. And I'll send you a full kit -- all you'll need
to add is your car battery and some water. But hurry, I only have
so many and then they're gone. What with repairing the basement
it could be a while before I make up another batch. Just send me
your order and a check for $19.95 to cover shipping and handling,
and I'll send you your own Heavy Water Palladin Fusion Kit.
Still not sure?
Heck what have you got to lose?
Your getting a free kit, your
ticket to Fusion. Think of unlimited power! Just fill your gas
tank with water and drop in a couple of Water Weights! Your car
will never burn another drop of Arab gasoline. No more calls from
old Mrs. Butt at KUB threatening to cut off the heat -- just drop
in some Water Weights and refill the furnace with water! If you
don't jump on this free Fusion offer you're dumber than a red hog!
Send me your order and get into Fusion today!
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